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Emergence of complex behavior in 
pili-based motility in early stages of 
P. aeruginosa surface adaptation
Yifat Brill-Karniely1,2, Fan Jin3,4, Gerard C. L. Wong4, Daan Frenkel1 & Jure Dobnikar5,6
Pseudomonas aeruginosa move across surfaces by using multiple Type IV Pili (TFP), motorized 
appendages capable of force generation via linear extension/retraction cycles, to generate surface 
motions collectively known as twitching motility. Pseudomonas cells arrive at a surface with low levels 
of piliation and TFP activity, which both progressively increase as the cells sense the presence of a 
surface. At present, it is not clear how twitching motility emerges from these initial minimal conditions. 
Here, we build a simple model for TFP-driven surface motility without complications from viscous and 
solid friction on surfaces. We discover the unanticipated structural requirement that TFP motors need 
to have a minimal amount of effective angular rigidity in order for cells to perform the various classes 
of experimentally-observed motions. Moreover, a surprisingly small number of TFP are needed to 
recapitulate movement signatures associated with twitching: Two TFP can already produce movements 
reminiscent of recently observed slingshot type motion. Interestingly, jerky slingshot motions 
characteristic of twitching motility comprise the transition region between different types of observed 
crawling behavior in the dynamical phase diagram, such as self-trapped localized motion, 2-D diffusive 
exploration, and super-diffusive persistent motion.
Type IV Pili (TFP) are nanomotor/motility appendages capable of generating forces in the 100 pN range. These 
filaments, which function via extension-attachment-retraction cycles, are the strongest linear molecular motors 
known to date1–4. TFP are responsible for a rich diversity of bacterial phenomena. P. aeruginosa translocate across 
surfaces by deploying multiple TFP, resulting in complex motions collectively known as twitching motility5–13. TFP 
also play key roles in bacteria-bacteria interactions and bacterial-surface interactions important to pathogene-
sis14–26. TFP driven twitching motility is complex, and can be influenced by many factors, including substrate topog-
raphy, fluidity and stiffness, and also by surface coating, secretion of biological molecules and oxygen levels27–32. 
Recent work on Neisseria gonorrhoeae suggests that multiple TFP nanomotors can collectively function via a 
tug-of-war type mechanism33. Moreover, it was shown that Neisseria gonorrhoeae transition between fast and 
slow motion modes, triggered by oxygen levels and proton motive force32,34,35. In P. aeruginosa. the interac-
tions between TFP and bacterial exopolysaccharides deposited on the surface can guide the organization of 
microcolonies36.
Analysis of high speed movies of P. aeruginosa reveals that they switch between fast and slow modes, where the 
fast modes are relatively rare, of short duration, and associated with rotations of the cell (“slingshot”)37. In similar 
systems it was also shown that within the same population of P. aeruginosa. other distinct dynamical behaviors 
were observed: while some of the bacteria were consistently performing a super-diffusion motion, others were 
trapped with a sub-diffusion motility16,17. The relations between these movements and the slingshot-like motion 
in P. aeruginosa are not known at present.
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One poorly understood phenomenon is the emergence of complex twitching motility itself in early surface 
attached bacterial cells. Pseudomonas cells arrive at a surface with low levels of piliation and TFP activity, which 
both progressively increase as cells sense the presence of a surface24,25,38,39. How do motility phenomena emerge 
from these minimal under-piliated conditions, and what are the associated requirements on the TFP nanomotors 
themselves? The problem is compounded by the general lack of systematic experimental data. Although direct 
observations of TFP have been made in pioneering experiments using Fluorescence Microscopy by Skerker and 
Berg in 20015, and later by Zaburdaev et al.30, at present we do not have the full dynamical history of every TFP in 
a given cell, which makes quantitative analysis difficult.
Here, we establish a multiscale mathematical model of twitching motility bridging the scales from single pilus 
dynamics and the coordination of the molecular motors to macroscopic properties of bacterial trajectories. We 
compare the model predictions to experimental trajectories for single cells on glass surface. We do not consider 
the complications from viscous and solid friction on surfaces in order to asses the minimum degree of complexity 
needed to reproduce the characteristic motility modes and the slingshot-like jumps observed in the experiments. 
We find that the main order parameters controlling the type of motility are the average number of surface bound 
pili and the angular spread of TFP orientation. As schematically displayed in the dynamic phase diagram in Fig. 1, 
a polarized TFP distribution results in persistent motion, while a wide-spread distribution can lead to persis-
tent, diffusive or trapped behavior. These qualitative observations are robust, although the exact location of the 
boundaries between the different modes is likely to depend on the properties of the surface, especially in case of 
nonlinear friction effects such as shear thinning.
Slingshot events in the simulations are fast and occur during a small fraction of total time engaged in surface 
motility (in agreement with experiments). Interestingly, the range of parameters where they are observed (marked 
green in Fig. 1), is close to the intersection of the three observed crawling modes. This suggests that the slingshots 
- in addition to facilitating efficient motion on EPS covered surfaces - play an unanticipated important role in 
mediating changes in motility strategies in response to environmental conditions.
We found that the slingshot jumps can emerge with as little as two TFP bound to the surface, when they are 
nearly anti-parallel and under high tension (“high-tension antiparallel configuration”, HTAPC) and one of them 
is suddenly released. With more than two bound pili the motion becomes less jerky, which is consistent with 
recent findings of Maier et al.31,33, where they modified number of pili on bacteria and observed increased corre-
lation times with increased pili number. However, even in configurations with two bound TFP, not all the sudden 
jumps in the model resemble the slingshots observed in experiments where the sudden change in speed is cor-
related with the angular reorientation: we found such correlation only when TFP were very flexible for rotation 
around the point where they emanate from the surface of the cell. This suggests that the angular flexibility of the 
motor is a crucial microscopic feature enabling the P. aeruginosa slingshot behaviour.
Model
We designed a multiscale model of P. aeruginosa twitching motility linking the microscopic pili-based mecha-
nisms with the macroscopic properties of bacterial trajectories. The cell is treated as a rigid rod-like body with 12 
pili (the number is chosen in accordance with available experiments5,40) emanating from one of its poles5,40–42. The 
pili point to various directions, with equilibrium angles φeq that are randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribu-
tion with variance ν: φ ∝ φ ν−P e( )eq
/2eq
2
. TFP length changes in time: it is governed by the action of the molecular 
motors that add or remove pilin monomers resulting in TFP elongation or retraction. The pili are attached to the 
motor at the cell surface via a flexible hook, while their other end is either free or bound to the surface in a 
non-specific way (Fig. 2a). In the experiments3, it was established that surface-bound pili predominantly retract 
Figure 1. Dynamic phase diagram of twitching motility. Motility regimes observed at different values of the 
mean number of surface-bound pili and the angular spread of pili from the cell surface: Diffusive exploration 
with small number of bound pili pointing into different directions; Trapped localized motion with many bound 
pili stuck in a tug-of-war situation; and Directionally persistent trajectories with TFP localized at the cell poles 
and mostly pointing into the same direction. Typical simulation trajectories displayed are 1000 s long and the 
scale bar is 10 μm. The region where the sling shot jumps are emerging is marked with green.
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- bound pili polymerization was observed only under high tension. However, free pili were observed to equally 
elongate and retract5,34,43. In line with these observations, we assume that each pilus can be in one of the two 
modes and that the probability of switching between the elongation and retraction depends on the tension in the 
filament, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2b and detailed in the Methods section. The free pili retract or 
elongate with a rate 0.8 μm/s based on Skerker and Berg5 and the bound TFP retract with a rate 0.7 μm/s34. Here, 
we assume that this is also their elongation rate. TFP can shrink to zero length and disappear, however, the total 
number of pili is conserved and such events are followed by a “birth” of a new pilus in a random direction chosen 
from the distribution (in another system, of N. gonorrhoeae, it was suggested that there is orientational memory 
in new pili distribution for explaining directional twitching of bacteria that are assumed to be of spherical 
symmetry).
TFP are modelled as elastic filaments (Fig. 2a). The elastic energy of a filament with a temporary equilibrium 
length Leq(t) and actual length Lp(t) oriented in a direction φ relative to the cell axes is
κ
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where ks = κsLeq/kBT is the linear spring constant that can be estimated from the persistence length of TFP meas-
ured in experiments2,5: κs = 10 μN. The filaments bending flexibility was not explicitly considered but is effectively 
incorporated in the free TFP length. Since bound pili are typically under high tension, significantly bent configu-
rations are unlikely. φeq is the orientation of the filament at birth, and ka the angular spring constant measuring the 
effective flexibility for the filaments to deviate from φeq. The values of the effective rotational flexibility ka, as well 
as the variance of pili distribution ν have not been determined experimentally and are treated as free parameter 
in our model.
Bacterial trajectories are simulated using the Kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm (KMC)44 considering the follow-
ing possible processes at each time step (illustrated in Fig. 2a): TFP elongation, retraction, switching between the 
two, pili rotation, attachment to and release from the surface, and creation of a new pilus (correlated with annihi-
lation of an existing one). At each simulation step, the rate constant for each process is determined and a process 
is selected with probability proportional to it. The sum of all rate constants determines the lifetime of the present 
state and thereby the simulation time step44. The chosen processes in the KMC step typically result in stretching 
or compression of surface bound TFP. After each such process we perform Molecular Dynamics based equilibra-
tion of the cell position and orientation in order to minimize the tension created by performing the KMC step. In 
this way we associate single TFP processes with the motion of the cell and introduce cooperativity among TFP. 
For each set of the parameter values we run several thousands of single-cell trajectories, 1100 seconds long, and 
average the results collecting data after 100 seconds. These computer-generated trajectories are then compared to 
the experimental ones - focusing on statistical properties such as the shape of bacterial speed distribution P(u/u*) 
and trajectories’ angular persistence.
Figure 2. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. (a) Examples of processes that bacteria can undergo in a KMC 
simulation step (black line: surface bound pilus, grey line: free pilus). Below is a sketch of a pilus eminating 
from the cell pole with the visualization of the two elastic terms. (b) The energy landscapes illustrating how the 
switching rate from a depolymerizing (dep) to a polymerizing (pol) state depends on the stretching tension 
(top) and how the pulling force on the pilus increases the rate of release from the surface KRel.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Results and Discussion
We performed experiments using advanced tracking methods with a time resolution down to 0.1 s. In the numer-
ical simulations we performed a similar number of simulation runs with the same resolution. The details of 
the experimental and modeling approaches are described in the Materials and Methods section. Quantitative 
comparison of the results enables us to determine the values of physical parameters that are difficult to assess by 
direct experiments and apply the additional insight obtained through the modeling to elucidate the microscopic 
mechanisms of motility.
Slingshot bacteria preform two-legged motility. The motility at large is most notably affected by the 
number of pili that are typically bound to the surface at the same time. From each simulated trajectory we can 
define the average such number, 〈 NB〉 . The value 〈 NB〉 ≈ 1 describes a one-leg motility where a single motor action 
is responsible for cell propulsion, while for larger values ⪆N 2B , the propulsion is a result of coordination 
between the motors pulling on pili and is frequently oppressed due to emergence of tug-of-war configurations. 
Bacteria speed distribution is thus - not surprisingly - qualitatively different for bacteria with different 〈 NB〉 . The 
absolute speed of bacteria in experiment and simulations differs mainly due to the simplicity of the model, e.g. not 
considering the surface friction. However, by rescaling the speed with the most probable non-zero speed u*, it is 
still possible to quantitatively compare simlations and experiments. Figure 3a shows three distributions of the 
rescalled speed, P(u/u*), from the simulations (black) compared to the experimental data (orange). A measure for 
the discrepancies between the model and experiments, χ = ∑ −= P P P( ) /N i
N
i
sim
i
exp
i
exp2 1
1
2 , where N is the number 
of bins used for comparison, is plotted in Fig. 3b showing a clear minimum at 〈 NB〉 ≈ 2. Therefore, the best match-
ing trajectories are those where the cells mostly perform two-legged crawling. Figure 3a demonstrates that in case 
of roughly one-legged crawling, the TFP are often unattached exerting no pulling force on the cell, which results 
in frequent resting periods and a pronounced peak at zero speed. For higher values of 〈 NB〉 there can be frustra-
tion due to several bound TFP resulting in trapped configurations with small steps and slow localized speed. Also, 
in this case TFP length is short (as explained below), resulting in small steps and overall low speed of motion.
Since the rates of TFP elongation and retraction depend on whether they are bound to the surface or not, the 
order parameter 〈 NB〉 also controls the average length of pili filaments for a given trajectory, as depicted in Fig. 3c. 
The average length for optimal conditions with 〈 NB〉 ≈ 2 is in sub-micron range, which is not in contradiction 
with the available experimental observations5,41.
Figure 3. Slingshot bacteria preform two-legged crawling. (a) Scaled speed distribution P(u/u*) of slingshot 
bacteria from the experiments (orange) and simulations (black). (b) The discrepancy between the experiments 
and simulations, χ2, as a function of 〈 NB〉 . The best match between the simulations and the experiment is 
achieved when χ2 is minimal, i.e. 〈 NB〉 ≈ 2. (c) The mean length of TFP in the simulation, 〈 Lp〉 , as a function of  
〈 NB〉 . When bound, TFP predominantly retract and do not elongate affecting their average length.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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The number of bound pili 〈 NB〉 depends predominantly on the rates of TFP surface attachment KAd and release 
KRel, therefore on the chemical properties of pili and surfaces. We have scanned a large parameter space of the 
KRel and KAd values (14 orders of magnitude of their ratio) and and found that everal combinations of these 
rates can result in a given 〈 NB〉 with an interesting feedback mechanism that results in oscillatory dependence 
(see Figure S1 on the Online Supplementary Information for a detailed discussion). Comparing simulations and 
experiments, the best matching speed distribution was obtained with a combination of values: KRel = 130 s−1 and 
KAd = 5 s−1. These values were used in the rest of the text unless stated otherwise. However, the physical interpre-
tation of these numerical values is difficult since the friction has not been explicitely considered within our model.
Role of tension: slingshot mechanism. Jin et al.37 showed that in the sling-shot motion bacteria change 
between slow and fast modes, and that while the slow motion is directional, the fast mode (jumps) is often asso-
ciated with substantial rotation. After obtaining long-time spatially resolved trajectories from both, the exper-
iments and the simulations, we decomposed the trajectories into slow and fast modes of motion in a similar 
manner as has been done in ref. 37. Jumps are rare events, however, due to the substantial change of the cell posi-
tion and direction during a jump, they make an important impact on the overall motion. In the simulations we 
typically observe clearly distinguishable slow and fast modes with an order of magnitude difference in the speed 
(Fig. 4). As assumed in ref. 37, the fast modes are correlated with the release of a bound pilus. However, only the 
release events associated with high tension in the filaments lead to fast jumps.
The tension-mediated cooperative action of TFP is illustrated in Fig. 5 where crawling sequences were iso-
lated from the full trajectories. Each point on the diagram represents a translocation event in the simulation. 
The instantaneous speed u during the translocation is plotted against the tension in the filaments F/ks. The dis-
tinct types of two-legged motion are illustrated above: if picked at random, a likely configuration is that on the 
left-hand side with two bound TFP pointing into different directions. In such a state the two bound TFP retract 
by depolymerization which can potentially increase their tension. Assuming that pili cell-attachments are flexible, 
allowing for free rotation of TFP around them (see Fig. 6), the accompanying stress in the filaments can be relaxed 
by rotating relative to the cell axis, which results in slow and persistent motion of the cell with relatively small ten-
sion in the filaments. Bacteria spend most of the time in this mode. If a pilus is released in such a state, no jump is 
observed, since there is not enough tension in the filaments. If, however, the cell persists long enough in the slow 
mode, it moves down the lower branch of points on the speed-tension plot on Fig. 5, reaching an almost antipar-
allel pili configuration, and then it becomes difficult to relax the tension in the filaments by re-orientation - as the 
TFP are now puling into opposite directions. This (at the right-hand side of the lower branch) is the so-called high 
tension antiparallel configuration, HTAPC, indicative of the obstructed motion phase. At this stage, the proba-
bility for a pilus release increases - leading to the fast jump, i.e. hopping to the upper branch of the plot in Fig. 5.
Flexibility-driven twitching. After a jump, the cell axis is oriented approximately in the direction of the 
remaining bound pilus. Further on, we argue that the reorientation crucially depends on the two key parameters 
of our study: the rotational flexibility of the motors, ka, and the variance of the distribution of pili equilibrium 
directions, ν. The evidence for this claim, as provided by simulations, is presented in Fig. 6a where the frequency 
of jump orientation is plotted as a function of the angular flexibility ka at three different values of the variance ν. 
The magnitude of reorientation during the sling shot is given by the angle θ between the cell axis and velocity, 
as in Jin et al.37 (Fig. 6b). In case of very stiff attachment, the angles are more or less uniformly distributed (see 
large ka values in Fig. 6a) regardless of ν. This is most intuitive as in the case of rotationally stiff attachments high 
tension could develop in configurations at which the two bound TFP are not necessarily anti parallel, leading to 
wide distribution of jump angles. For flexible-enough rotations we either observed forward facing jumps with 
angles around θ = 0 for small values of the variance ν (left), jumps associated with π/2 reorientation (middle) 
in case of moderately distributed angles, or uniform distribution when ν is large (right). Figure S2(a–c) on the 
Figure 4. Slow and fast modes. (a) Part of a trajectory from computer simulations. Red dots indicate pilus-
release events, blue arrows point on fast jumps, with above-threshold velocity of 0.07 μm/s. Jumps always occur 
after a release, however not all the release event result in a jump. (b) Time evolution of the x-coordinate and its 
time derivative. The parameters used here are KRel = 130 s−1, KAd = 5 s−1, ka = 10−14 and ν = π/8.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Supplementary Information illustrates typical relocation pathways of bacteria with flexible TFP attachment that 
lead to the above reorientations. In Fig. 6c a comparison to the experiments is shown for selected values of ν and 
ka in which the slingshot phenomenon is nicely observed with π/2 reorientation. The discrepancy between the 
experimental and theoretical distribution of jump reorientation is shown in Fig. 6d, at a fixed value of ν and vary-
ing angular elasticity ka, and vice versa. It is evident that only in a narrow regime of parameters, i.e. ka ≤ 10−9 and 
π/8 ≤ ν ≤ π/3, we observe a quantitative agreement between the experiments and simulations at which slingshot 
occurs. We also found the best correlation between experiments and simulations in this parameter regime when 
examining reorientation in the slow motion mode, see Figure S3 in the Supplementary Information. Our findings 
thus indicate that the angular stiffness must be orders of magnitude smaller than the elastic modulus ks of the TFP 
filaments in order to enable slingshot jumps with roughly π/2 reorientation.
The reduced angular stiffness in our model can be related to a Young modulus E of the material from which 
the attachment structure is made of: E = kakBT/L3, where kBT is the thermal energy and L the relevant length 
scale. Values ka ≤ 10−9 translate to elastic moduli below 1 Pa. This is an unusually small value: For comparison, the 
Figure 5. Tension-mediated pili cooperativity. The correlation of bacterial instantaneous crawling speed 
u and the tension in the filaments F/ks for ‘two-legged crawling’ with rotationally flexible TFP. The TFP 
configuration in various parts of the diagram are illustrated above: If pili are not antiparallel, they can relax the 
tension by reorientation and the cell motion is slow and persistent. In the HTAPC the tension cannot be relaxed 
resulting in either obstructed tug-of-war configuration or a fast ‘sling shot’ jump if one of the pili is released. The 
parameter values are KRel = 130 s−1, KAd = 5 s−1 (corresponding to 〈 NB〉 = 1.7), ka = 10−14 and ν = π/8.
Figure 6. Sling-shot characterization. (a) Distribution P(θ) of the angular reorientation θ in the fast modes 
as a function of motor flexibility ka for three values of variance ν: π/20, π/4, and 10π. The pronounced peaks 
at π/2 are only observed at intermediate ν and low ka. (b) definition of θ, the angle between cell axis and 
velocity. (c) Comparison of the distribution P(θ) observed in the experiments and in simulations with ν = π/4 
and ka = 10−11. (d) The discrepancy χ2 between the experimental observations and simulations in the speed 
distributions for the fast mode is shown at constant ν = π/4 as a function of the motor flexibility ka (left), and 
at constant ka = 10−13 as a function of the variance ν (right). In all of the plots KRel = 130 s−1 and KAd = 5 s−1, 
corresponding to 〈 NB〉 ≈ 1.7.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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elastic moduli of rods made of common flexible materials such as protein fibrils, rubber or bamboo are typically 
between M Pa and G Pa. However, the fact that the TFP apparatus is anchored on two deformable fluid mem-
branes45 may allow them to exhibit effectively more angular flexibility than that expected from a consideration of 
only geometry and elasticity of the cellular attachment structure.
Interestingly, we found that the role of motor flexibility does not end in allowing for tension relaxation by 
reorientation of TFP and approaching HTAPC. Rather, it also controls the orientation of the cell relative to the 
anti-parallel pili axis just before a jump event, whereby governing the angle θ. The additional insight obtained 
from modeling allows us to discuss this claim in more detail. Once a cell is stuck in the unfavourable HTAPC, the 
opposing forces are balanced resulting in vanishing net torque on the cell. At this point rotation of the cell body 
relative to the bound TFP axis becomes governed by the elasticity: the cell acts like an overdamped harmonic 
pendulum oscillating around the pili motor positions with a frequency τ ∝ k1/ a  − until a pilus is released from 
the surface and the cell reorients into the direction of the remaining bound TFP. The time scale τ should be com-
pared to the mean lifetime of bound TFP, τB, which depends on the detachment probability. At ka ≈ 10−9, our 
simulations show that τ ≈ 1 s and τB ≈ 0.05 s. For larger values of ka, the two time scales become comparable. 
Therefore, in the flexible case the jump reorientation is practical identical to the angle with which the cell entered 
the obstructed phase, while for orientationally stiff motors the cell has enough time to reorient and vary its angle 
relative to the TFP axis within the obstructed phase (see Figure S2(d) on the Online Supplementary Information). 
The exact value of the crossover angular elasticity ⁎ka  further depends on effects not considered here, e.g. friction 
between the cells and surfaces due to nonspecific interactions. Still, our conclusions should qualitatively remain 
correct.
Another observation to note is that the initial angle with which the cell enters the obstructed phase, depends 
on the variance ν: if the motors are broadly distributed on the surface of the cell, the initial angles are already 
smeared out and the jump reorientation angles will be uniformly distributed no matter how flexible the motors 
are. On the other hand, if the pili angles are very focused, a typical jump will have a forward direction, θ ≈ 0 (see 
Fig. 2 in the Online Supporting Information). It is only in the intermediate case (roughly, π/6 ≤ ν ≤ π/3) that we 
did observe sling shots with about π/2 reorientation.
The above discussion is focused on the typical case with two bound pili. When more than two bind the surface, 
due to geometrical restrictions, the efficiency of rotation in relaxing the tension becomes limited and the tension 
in the filaments builds up faster. As a result, highly stretched configurations are observed in a large span of pili 
orientations and the jumps are not associated predominantly with π/2 re-orientations (regardless of ka and ν), as 
shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 7. Sling-shot jumps result from release events with two bound pili. Frequency of the fast mode 
reorientation angles θ at optimal sling shot parameters ν = π/4 and ka = 10−11: The events are separated into 
those involving two (a) or three (b) TFP - clearly demonstrating that the experimentally observed slingshots 
result from two-pili processes. (c): Simulation snapshot showing a configuration of high tension with three 
bound pili. In such cases the tension in the filaments cannot be relaxed by reorientation and thus prior to the 
release the TFP orientations are broadly distributed - in the depicted snapshot the release event resulted in a 
forward jump. The scale bar at the bottom is 0.2 μm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Crawling modes. Based on the above knowledge regarding the high flexibility of TFP attachment and the 
important role of pili tension, in this section we zoom out from the specific slingshot phenomenon to a wide scan 
of parameter space for exploring general features of the twitching motion. We systematically explored the char-
acteristics of the single cell motility upon variation of 〈 NB〉 (by changing KAd and KRel) and ν. In Fig. 1 we show a 
schematic dynamic phase diagram, which is based on several thousand simulation trajectories where we evalu-
ated the mean square displacement (MSD) with the same protocol as in recent experiments16,17. We observe three 
distinct distinct types of trajectories: diffusive, trapped and persistent. The super-diffusive motion is defined here 
by MSD power larger than 1.1, in the diffusive phase the power is 1 ± 0.03, and the trapped (sub-diffusive mode) 
is with power less than 0.9. The MSD curves are shown in the Supplementary information (Figure S5), where we 
also list the exponents and the relevant simulation parameters (Table S1).
Not surprisingly, a very localized distribution of TFP angles results in a persistent super-diffusive crawling 
mode, as the bound TFP pull the cell forward in a cooperative manner, while at a larger values of the spread ν the 
type of motion depends on 〈 NB〉 : Trajectories with 〈 NB〉 larger than two are mostly trapped due to the opposing 
forces pulling in different directions. The diffusive motion appears in a relatively narrow range N 2B  and is 
governed by single TFP retractions in arbitrary directions. Further decrease to 〈 NB〉 ≈ 1 leads to super diffusive 
motion due to pili reorientation in the direction of the cell axis causing an effective narrowing of the angular 
distribution (see Figure S4 of the Supplementary Information for more details). The motion in this case is direc-
tional but slow due to the high frequency of periods with no attached TFP.
From Fig. 1 we see that bacteria with sufficiently broad angular distribution of TFP (delocalized distribution 
of molecular motors) can exchange between three motion phases by altering the number of bound pili - indicat-
ing a potential ability to adapt the surface exploration strategy according to their needs (see Figure S4 in the 
Supporting Information). On the other hand, hyper-piliated bacteria with 
N 2B  could trigger the transition 
from super- to sub-diffusive mode by delocalizing the molecular motors - thereby increasing the angular spread 
of TFP. It is interesting to observe that also the slingshot jumps, despite being rare, play a role in enabling bacteria 
to switch between the motion phases. The slingshots are observed in the persistent part of the phase diagram with 
〈 NB〉 ≈ 2 and ν ≈ π/5, which is just below the crossroads between the crawling modes (green region in Fig. 1) and 
emerge from the antiparallel configuration (HTAPC), which effectively broadens the angular TFP distribution 
(see S6 in the online Supporting Information). Therefore, the slingshots are correlated with switching from per-
sistent to diffusive or trapped motility modes.
Conclusions
We have designed a coarse-grained model to simulate early stage TFP motility of P. aeruginosa on surfaces and 
quantitatively compared the model predictions to the experiments performed on the cells tracked by high-speed 
video microscopy. Full quantitative comparison is not the goal since we do not account for interactions with EPS 
or solid friction. However, our single-pilus-resolved model allowed us to see how complex motility behavior 
reminiscent of twitching can result from a remarkably small number (as little as 2) of pili simultaneously bound 
to the surface. We argue that this condition is commonly met in the early stages of bacterial surface adaptation 
when the cells are underpiliated. Thus twitching bacteria should emerge from the group once single cells within 
a group exhibit two or more attached TFP. In later stages of adaptation, with multiple pili per cell, such a scenario 
can still occur if individual TFP attach weakly to the surface - similar to the low-affinity, high-avidity mechanism 
of surface attachment that has recently been proposed by Dutcher et al.12 as key to mediating bacterial surface 
interactions.
The elastic properties of the TFP filaments are key to understanding their collective dynamics12. In our model 
the slingshot jumps only appear if TFP are able to rotate almost freely around their attachment points on the cells 
indicating that the elastic penalty for stretching TFP has to be several orders of magnitude larger than that for 
their rotation. Such effective angular flexibility in the coarse-grained model could be explained either by assum-
ing lateral mobility or sufficient structural flexibility of the molecular motors. Recent detailed analysis of the 
molecular structure of the motor45 suggests that the motors are unlikely to be laterally mobile, while the presence 
of flexible linkers in the structure45 makes the assumption of the structural flexibility giving rise to the emergent 
slingshots plausible. This unanticipated role of flexibility is reminiscent of the buckling instability of the flagellar 
hook that has been proposed as the key mechanism for bacterial tumbling46,47.
The dynamical phase diagram in Fig. 1 is helpful for visualizing the relations between different motility behav-
iors in early stage of P. aeruginosa surface adaptation. Our findings point to the ability of bacteria to switch 
between surface exploration modes by tuning the distribution/orientation of molecular motors on the cell or 
the number of surface-attached TFP. We predict that a large number of attached TFP will result in a predom-
inantly sub-diffusive motion - qualitatively consistent with previous studies of Deziel et al.48 who found that 
hyper-piliated mutants exhibit trapped motion. Moreover, as already argued by Weiss40, bacteria may naturally be 
able to change the number of pili in order to adapt to environmental conditions. The ability to tune the explora-
tion strategy on a single cell level should naturally result in differentiation of bacterial colonies. Indeed, subpop-
ulations exhibiting sub- and super-diffusive behavior have been observed in P. aeruginosa colonies16,17,28. In those 
experiments, we expect behavior to be influenced by secreted exopoplysaccharides such as Pel and Psl. However, 
it is interesting that we can see both of these regimes in the phase diagram of a minimal system without the effect 
of EPS.
Materials and Methods
Experiments. Flow cells (Denmark Technical University) used here were prepared and sterilized using a 
standard protocol. After injection of bacterial cultures, the flow cell was typically placed for 15 mins, allowing the 
attaching of cells to coverslip, afterward, unattached cells were washed out. These surface associated cells were fur-
ther cultured at 30.0 ± 0.1 °C by flowing (3.0 ml/h) FAB mediums. Meanwhile, an inverted microscope (Olympus 
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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IX81) equipped with a 100× oil objective was applied to continuously monitor the surface motility of single 
cells. The dataset, typically containing 20,000 bright-field images, was acquired within 10 fps in first 6 hrs using a 
sCMOS camera (Andor Neo). These experiments were repeated multiple times in each identical conditions, thus 
over 100 datasets (> 2 · 106 images) were acquired and analyzed in total, in which the 1800 × 1800 16-bit greyscale 
images were firstly converted to binary images for detection of bacterial cell with a standard image processing 
algorithm coding by MATLAB, and the x − y positions of cell centroids were subsequently determined and linked 
individually over time by using an efficient particle tracking algorithm we recently developed16,17,37. As already 
observed in ref. 37, the motion can be categorized into two modes: the slow persistent mode with the mean speed 
below 0.07 μm/s and the fast mode associated to sudden change of the direction.
Modeling tension-dependent rate constants. Clausen et al.34 showed that under low stretching force 
bound TFP predominantly retract, while increasing the force enhances the probability of TFP elongation. To 
model the switching dynamics between these two states, we assume an energy landscape at which the two modes 
are represented by minima separated by a barrier (Fig. 2b). The energy level corresponding to the retracting mode 
is lower than the elongation level and does not depend on the force, while the elongation level linearly decreases 
with the stretching force up to the stall force of the pilus motor, Fstall = 100 pN2,3. The transition rates, in agreement 
with experimental findings34, are assumed to be
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with KRel the release constant of the TFP from the surface. The adhesion rate, rAd = KAd is a force-independent 
parameter.
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